NOTE: SANSEI IN HAWAII POLITICS, 2 SEEK OFFICES

HONOLULU—(Sansei third generation Japanese Americans) are entering Hawaii's politics, as noted the Hawaii Times, in pointing out Mrs. Patsy Takemoto Mink and Eddie Bato, who are running for the 41-year-old daughter Gwenody. She has tape-recorded six radio spots—three in English and three in Japanese—being broadcast over local stations. She is the daughter of Mrs. and Mr. Mink. The Honosato, a weekly, is a surveyor and a graduate of University of California. She graduated from High School in 1942 and from University of California in 1948 and finished her education at the University of California, Los Angeles, in 1952.

While at Nebraska, she noted race discrimination. Girls of Japanese extraction weren't permitted to eat in some dormitories as the whites. So she led a protest movement and as a result, the ban was lifted and she got the lunch year.

She stayed only a year on the campus. Miss Mink has been in the news since 1942. She is planning another stimulating political rally Friday. Oct. 26, 8 p.m., at the Balboa YM-YWCA. In addition to the endorsements of the outstanding candidates, there will be discussions on congressional nominated candidates and those running for the state legislature. Pros and cons on the vote and the committee has been made in favor of a vote.

In the next few weeks, those of you who have no time.

A special honors section has been announced for the choicest fruits, vegetables, and meats by the committee. Miss Mink has been named chairwoman for the committee. We are delighted that the Justice Department has liberalized procedures to resolve this particular problem which is not as simple as all that we want. Everyone believes that a resounding victory will be a message to all and all that Calif- citizens are against any racial prejudices in the years to come.
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Bon-guey and chas-shu

During the Fall Festival, I went to Chinatown for the first time since I grew up there, to see the Obon Dance. I wanted to experience the festival and see the culture that I was exposed to as a child in Seattle's Little Tokyo.

One of the most memorable experiences was the dried abalone. It was a treat to see how it was prepared and served. The dried abalone was about the size and shape, color, and toughness of a man's heel. I was fascinated by how it was dried out and became almost as hard as flint. I was also interested in how it was used in the festival.

We marinated it with some mysterious stuff and roasted it. It was the best of the meat and potatoes variety, frightened by any rigidity by any taste we might have. We had it to me.

The dried abalone was wonderful. In Chinatown as in the old country, they hang marinated bon-guey. It was that of the four children, only two of them took to, whereas the others never knew what they were missing by not trying something different.

The festival was a great opportunity to learn about the history and culture of Chinatown. It was a chance to experience the festival and see the culture that I was exposed to as a child in Seattle's Little Tokyo.

Finally, I dropped into a provisions store with Sim Togasaki and picked up a couple of dried abalones. I would have liked to buy a couple more, but they were not available. I was excited by the first day of October when I was first introduced to these repulsive objects. A dried abalone is about the size and shape, color and toughness of a man's heel. But there the resemblance ends. A dried abalone is a small mound of the wonderful distaff flavor of the fresh abalone.

The proper place for dried abalone is in cooking, but as yougourmet, I always keep one in the fridge. It makes a fine substitute for chewing gum—gum with a seafood flavor. I can't remember who first introduced me to dried abalone. I think someone in our gang produced a chunk of dried abalone from the depths of a grell. I didn't care if the blood pressure came down to 140.

As we went to the festival, we passed through Chinatown, which brought back memories of my childhood. I thought of Seattle's Little Tokyo as dank and gloomy, but now I realized that it was a vibrant and lively place. The festival was a great opportunity to reconnect with my cultural roots.

Mile Hi prep's for gala fall meeting: assist in 'Festival'

DENVER — Signs of a gala 13th CL get-together are being foreshadowed with the New York Times of the YWCA during the last weekend in October.

It opens with a supper at 6 p.m. with Mary Sakata of Brighton as chairman. The executive committee members are being called to insure a successful start.

Frank Kamihara, commander of the Los Angeles chapter, will preside. The speaker will be Mrs. N. Tsunoda, conducted The Credit Union pays for the credit union's booth.

Tak Tanaka, past second national president of the JACL, will moderate the panel discussion in view of the national presidential elections.

John Enomoto, past national president, will also conduct a short business meeting.

While the elders, folks are present, the leis, etc., costume party for the younger folks is also planned. Movie cartoon, prizes and games are in store for the kids.

The chapter actively assisted in the Denver "Japan Festival" of Sept. 17 in conducting a Jr. Tri-Ville's install. A 13th National Credit Union Conference last Friday, at the home of Mrs. John Enomoto, 203 San Pedro St., Los Angeles, 6, Calif., West 1-6644.

The chapter assisted in Denver's "Japan Festival" of Sept. 17 in conducting a Jr. Tri-Ville's install. A large group of people was ever staged here.

Shun Kubo, Chas-shu, was the exclusive Japanese fashion designer, who presented his new collection, with cooperation with the Los Angeles Chapter of the Japanese Association of America, conducted the fashion show, while the Issei and the Nisei, conducted Ocio fashion.

Also promoting the festival was the National Credit Union Conference, the Jr. Tri-Ville's editor and PC columnist, who felt that the new costume clothes for this year would be of particular benefit to all persons of Japanese ancestry in this region.

Sr. Tri-Villes install

Miss Kowakami president

REDWOOD CITY — At the installation dinner of the Sr. Tri-Villes at the Issei of the Pacific Northwest, given the gavel by Yae Yuki, past President, Miss Kowakami was elected president of the Sr. Tri-Villes.

The Sr. Tri-Villes will meet at Buick for '56

BUTTERFLY BUICK

9099 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
Phoen ite: BU 1-5101, VA 8-4351; (Rel.) AX 1-4506
Daily: 9:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Cal-Vita Produce Co., Inc., Bonded Commission Merchants
774 S. Central Ave. — Wholesale Terminal Market
VA 8555 Los Angeles 21, Calif. T2 4540

Asks for • 'Cherry Brand'

Ask for "Cherry Brand" at your favorite shop or market. Take a look at the label. It says "Made in Japan."•

TORO: Topics by Tatsuo Murayama
VAGARIES: by Larry S. Tajiri

Dancing on Stage

That wondrous Rodgers and Hammerstein show "The King and I," and in addi-
tion to its beautiful and imaginative musical score ever, danced by an all-Japa-
nese cast, is much on the minds of Americans in the Pacific Coast area.

While there have always been many talented Nisei danc- ers, many of whom began in the Ballet RurSe de Monte Carlo and later featured in

the Japanese theater. Today, Yuriko Ishii, who learned in the more rigid and clas-
tical Japanese training, is being sought after by the Ballet Russian and other major
organizations in the United States. She was trained in the United States under the
names of Martha Graham and Jose Limon. In addition, she has been a member of the
1951-52 season of the Martha Graham company.

Yuriko Ishii, who is considered one of the top dancers of her generation, has
recently appeared in the title role of "The King and I," and it is inevitable that she
will try out for a dancing role, and equally inevitable that Miss Ishii will be
among the best of the young dancers in the world. The total budget for the prize-
winning "Marty" was $400,000, a sum which approximates the cost of a large sav-
ings account, but it is definitely not a small sum. The success of "Marty" has in-
creased the hopes of many young dancers.
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First-liner at nafi" JACL convention
expressed, disturbed at proceedings

The writer of this commentary is the author of the recent 18th Biennial national JACL convention in Kansas City. The writer feels that the more members who attend the convention the better for the JACL.

"Changing Perspectives" was a well-attended theme for the 18th Biennial National Convention of the Japanese American Citizens League which was held in San Francisco during the Labor Day weekend. The interest and enthusiasm of the delegates indicated by the attendance of 1,100 dollars.

This was my first experience at a national JACL convention. To say that it was both impressive and disturbing was a true description of the two-fold 11x17 brochure which will be sent to Cali, chapters and others.

A high-powered veterans committee has sent a letter to each chapter in the State urging endorsement of Prop. 13 enclosing a copy of the resolution passed by the American Legion at its state convention in June favoring adoption of the bill culminating in the vicious Proposition 13 in 1946 thereby safeguarding the property interests of the Nisei, will give an overwhelming Yea to Prop. 13 and wipe out, in the words of a book from the state of California.

The stand of the SWLA chapter is outstanding as the writer has stated, "Why bother with a law that isn't operating," has been recapped in the 11x17 brochure. The writer's concern, which includes more a desire than just state policy toward the Nisei, has been brought out in the SWLA chapter to keep up the members and communities for the campaign.

Non-members, if you have one for your car, or your friends, drop up a line and let us have a copy distributed to the chapters. If you'd like to have some for your car, or your friends, drop up a line and let us have a copy distributed to the chapters. If you'd like to have some for your car, or your friends, drop up a line and let us have a copy distributed to the chapters. If you'd like to have some for your car, or your friends, drop up a line and let us have a copy distributed to the chapters. If you'd like to have some for your car, or your friends, drop up a line and let us have a copy distributed to the chapters.

Japan-lovers is the JACL's interest in the JACL. This interest must be sustained and maintained, if the Japanese community is to find our future leaders.

On the other hand, I was disturbed to find out that some Proposition 13 proponents called it a "good" vote for the future of the JACL. For example, some members of the San Francisco JACL are against Proposition 13 since they see it as a menace to our civil rights. They fear that the JACL will lose support and membership.

The writer is of the opinion that the JACL should support Proposition 13 since it is a measure that will benefit the Nisei and the Japanese community at large.

The writer also notes that the JACL should be more active in promoting Proposition 13 and should work to ensure that the Nisei and the Japanese community are aware of the benefits of Proposition 13.

The writer concludes by stating that the JACL should continue to support Proposition 13 and work to ensure that the Nisei and the Japanese community are aware of the benefits of Proposition 13.

---

SOU'WESTER: by Tats Kushida

"HAI' on ju-san

- Addressing 100,000 envelopes, stuffing them with Prop. 13 brochures, sealing and mailing them to the 22 Cali. chapters. The L.A. chapters are tackling this assignment so that the important L.A. county members may vote on the issue.

- Writing the books "We're not going to lose" and other youth activity programs, he should do a ter-

- In Ellay. has been transfer red to Ha w aii where, j udgirtg from

- 4th movi es, that Nisei and Sansei you ngste r will be u sed in

- main in the sta te constitut1on for possible fu ture r esurr ection.

- rlis ot.ts tanding past lea ders hip amo ng the boy scou ts, camp-

- rom aji is

- friend 's. drop us a line and you 'll get 'em right now .

- deal this law was and why

- l etter to eac h of some 1,000 American Legion posts in Ca lifornia.

- work er s. "Arigato" bei ng a musica l w ord was e asily l ea rned

- by one of them , but to lea rn the usua l r espon se

- I .OW

- Word comes from Nacirema Productions, now lining up

- omer and window stic kers w ith a compelling

- As we are immune to charge tha t we too free ly dis-

- Bumper strips and window stickers with a compelling

- FAMOUS CHINESE FOOD

- "you

- So

- Ever Increasing Popularity

- Downtown
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Item for 'Iess Story'

- Compiling vital statistics is a fairly routine assignment for us, but admittedly sometimes there are many items that go unreported...

This past week brought a note from Mary Minamoto, who told of her meeting with Portland, working for the American Red Cross in San Francisco, telling of the death of Mrs. Yone Komoro, mother of past national president Hisao Okada...

She died last July at the age of 70 and is buried at the Tacoma (Wash.) cemetery at services officiated by the Rev. Alpha Takagi, pastor of the Japanese Methodist Church. These other survivors are Nori Franck Okada, Hironao Joe Okada (both of Tacoma); Mrs. Miyako Takata (Washington); Mrs. Isuko Sembu (Gary, Ind.); five grandchildren and two great grandchildren...

Mrs. Minamoto writes: "Inasmuch as a majority of JACL leaders was unaware of her succumbing to a prolonged illness, I hope that you might be able to use the following few words...

And these words were from Miss Minamoto's friend.

I was surprised to learn recently that Mrs. Komoro, mother of past national president Hisao Okada, died though we've never met. I was born Merry Mariko Sonoda in Tacoma, Wash. My late father, Kay Kei Sonoda (a Univ. of Washington graduate) taught me the philosophy of life in 1927 just prior to my baptism into the Caucasian neighborhood Church of Christ and enrolement into the first grade at McKinley School. Dad emphasized that we were 'all world for earth' for a purpose and there was no room in this world for lazy people...

Since his first request failed to materialize, the Resettlement Committee in New York asked he sponsor a customer came to pick up her husband and instead of paying for services rendered killed her husband. To check out the facts on behalf of Mrs. Komoro, I should be considered a friend of a daughter of a dear Christian lady whom I had admired since childhood days...

Continued on Page 7

Chicago Corner: by Smokey H. Sakurada

Refugees sponsored

The Refuge Relief program of the local JACL, operating for over two years and its populairest program of all time, is being continued. JACL's insistence made it possible for the local chapter to sponsor some East refugees when the act was passed in 1953.

In recent weeks, the program drew attention when refugee farm workers from Japan walked out from a Delano (Calif.) camp.

This past week, the Nisei Church Congregational Church here reported Harvey Aki, who has signed to sponsor a refugee, was informed his name was not coming...

Whereas refugees from Japan have largely been sponsored by Japanese Americans, a long time 100er here had hoped to help a refugee—not from Japan, but from Yugoslavia, to request to materialize, the Refuge Relief Committee in New York asked him sponsor two refugees—Nikolau Durs and Bobdon Rumanowicz.

A group of commemoration with the Illinois State Attorney's office have held scheduled to release violence against Negroes and a growing number of complaints of Negroes being refused service in places of public accommodation, according to local NAACP officials.

Restaurant operators have already been summoned by the Attorney's Office and have agreed to comply with the civil rights compliance law. Due to the discrimination in places of public accommodation. The NAACP is double-checking to determine if this has been discontinued...

The four Nisei members recently held its fifth annual Chicago Christian Conference at the Christ Congregational Church, Jack Okawaray was general chairman...

In ree regular Community Center and Church will hold its sixth annual open house Oct. 11. George Takahashi heads the annual Christ Convention of the Chicago Community Center...

City-Wide Recreation Council installed its new officers for the year last week at Ceoro Inn. Eleanor Tidu is chairman of the council, v.p.; Mary Okada, sec; Kay Madokoro, treas; Alice Oda, prog.; George Tawa- nishi, soc.; Frank Watanabe, special events — Anoka Society will hold its annual dinner at Roma Restaurant on Oct. 13. Its theme: "In Your Life" program format, a member will be presented in an after-dinner feature. — Chicago Reporter

Trophies for the winning district council 1000 Club entries will be awarded by George Inaba (right), then national JACL president, at the San Francisco convention banquet to be held in San Francisco, Calif., and Dr. Harry Kita of Salt Lake City, Utah, for the winning national JACL entries...

— Photo by Minamoto

Goal of 2,000 active 1000 Club members still stands as retiring nat'l chairman Wakamatsu says 'thanks'

By SHIG WAKAMATSU

While picturesque package for national JACL Convention banquet has been held in Chicago for the first time, we sincerely appreciate to all you good-hearted members, for making the responsibilities of the past biennium a truly heartwarming and memorable... The banquet will be held in the banquet... In March 1935 my mother remarried and we moved to Seattle...

Though we've never met, I still consider a friend of a daughter of a dear Christian lady whom I had admired since childhood days... According to Rev. Alpha Takagi, pastor of the Japanese Methodist Church, Mrs. Komoro was laid to rest at the Tacoma cemetery on July 9, 1956. She was born in Hiroshima, Japan on Oct. 20...

A special thanks of thanks to Frank Oda and his committee—Miyako Yamato, Yu Nakano, Mary Hama moto, and Chie Satow—for arranging all the details at the convention dinnering. Frank did a terrific job of keeping the lid from blowing off on a sell-out situation with the... A new National 1000 Club Chairman, I believe, is a minimum full of chalenging...

To let you know, the outfit included a complete set of golf clubs at the convention banqueting... To you let know, the outfit included a complete set of golf clubs and without a hand-given green-plaid bag, a bag, and shoes, and even the author it was a great deal of honor that... But I was provided with convenient support in our National... I was deeply touched by the spirit which prompted some 225 of you to get together to present me with a... And these brand new clubs leave me no handicap, there's gotta be! And the JACL will depend largely upon guest column for 1000 Club Notes... I am confident that he will receive... Through your continued support in his new... The goal is to achieve 1,000 active members still stands...

To let you know, the outfit included a complete set of Power-Bilt woods and wedges, and a hardwood club and waffle, a handsome green-plaid bag a bag, and shoes, all luxury, what's more waiting for your continued support in his new... The goal is to achieve 1,000 active members still stands...

To let you know, the outfit included a complete set of Power-Bilt woods and wedges, and a hardwood club and waffle, a handsome green-plaid bag a bag, and shoes, all luxury, what's more waiting for your continued support in his new... The goal is to achieve 1,000 active members still stands...
Seattle — There has been a dearth of JACL baseball for years. During the past month, however, some interesting things are due to start popping even in this PC town soon to prove the point.

A special assembly is held on Oct. 16 to hear the political candidates. The list of candidates who will appear, vote we all know quite well, nor can it be predicted in which and what order.

Trat the University of Washington has been called the coaches' graveyard, marred, sportswriters and political commentators around here, including "Kiss Me, Kate," which starred Patricia Newcomb, of the West stage.
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Shonien officers elected for 1957

The Japanese Children's Home of Southern California announced this week the elections of its board officers. Robert Y. Ko- dam, president; Mrs. John Araki, first vice-president; Mrs. Henry Ito, second vice-president; Mrs. Isao Iida, treasurer.

Among the heart committee members were Robert Y. Kodama, policy chairman; Joseph Hata, legal counsel; Motono Uchida, pub. rel. manager; Masato Takagi, research project leader; Funayama, brad. while continuing on the same posts are Joe Kan, Board Trust, and Watanabe, legal counsel.

Chairman of the Board of Trustees membership for the year are Arnold Honda, Morita, Seiko Ishihi, Noboru Isayama, Fumio Kuro, Mrs. George Ono, Mrs. Nobuko L. Matsumoto, Mrs. Haruo Baba, George S. Oo, Eddie Shimatsu, Mrs. Beatrice Fuguri and Router Tsuruoka.

In making the announcement Ka- wakatsu stated, "Each of the board members has pledged to do his utmost in furthering the welfare of the welfare of children and families. And in the future we will be in the support of the Southern California Japanese-American Society in the full re-establishment of the Shonien Project, which has been done so much as it was first established in 1954."

YASHIMA HOLDS ONE-MAN SHOW IN PASADENA

A second one-man show by Taro Yashima, Japanese artist who has designed covers for the Hill Ave. library in Pasadena, has been announced. The exhibition, displayed at the library located next to City College on 23rd St., will feature the artist's prints, photos and objects, displayed on the photography and prints and objects, displayed in the hall in a variety of forms, and will last until the end of the month.

The gallery will be open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays and closed on Sundays. There is no admission.

TOTT BOLT for Shonien

E.M. Yamada, hostess chairman of the board project dedicated to the welfare of children, will be in charge of the Oct. 20 affair at Fox Hills Country Club. The dance is being held to raise funds for the Shonien project. Mrs. Patricia Tott Bolt will be in charge of the event.

L.A. Japanese Casualty Insurance Association

Consulate Insurance Protection
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Hirohata Ins. Agency
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Inouye Ins. Agency

929 E. 11th St., San Pedro 2

Sato Ins. Agency
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SHO, LOS ANGELES NEWSLETTER: by Henry Mori

Inside philately

Los Angeles

Harry Tate Kishida, conductor of "Sou-

Worke," is told to have a week before a

Japanese concert cover design emphasizing

Nippon as the theme in the coming

Stamps Exhibitions of Southern California

philatelic show, Nov. 16-18, at the Elys

The last time and attended one of these

California stamp exhibitions, we browsed into one booth run by a stamp dealer, who of course is a Japanese American. His exhibits included some really beautiful postcards and stamps. As a matter of fact, long the same country where we at to inspect sets of stamps from United States, because Weaver, local TV and radio news and sports commentator.

Harry, since then was able to get an ad from the visiting dealer who operates the American Eastern Stamp Co. We have been notified once of our large stamp-fads and figures from ever since.

Japan, since the war's end, has been trying desperately to promote the world against all sorts of social schemes. So far to our estimation she hasn't succeeded, although we wouldn't try to miss any cards that come out from the country.

Her issues have been limited to a one million copies or as U.N. stamps (distributed from United Nations headquar ters) number just about as many. Japan, as mere "label s" since it can't be used as postage outside of the country, is looked upon as mere "labels" since it can't be used as postage outside of the country. But then, suddenly U.N. stamps did take off that more collectors have also been interested in collecting U.N. stamps and stamps of the United Nations (issued from New York) and Israeli.

U.N. stamps-like the Israeli philatelic material-began to be collected by the Japanese American community, and are now being sold at prices ranging from a few cents to several dollars. The Japanese have been found to be better-looking postage stamps. They're colorful, some are even scented, and they're available in a variety of sizes and shapes.

Phony cards have also been produced to take advantage of the increased interest in philately. But collectors are warned to be on the lookout for these cards, as they are not genuine stamps and can be quite expensive.

PUBLICITY ON JAPAN HELPS

"SCEPAL's attempt to boost the Japanese postage stamp sales is indeed a healthy one. It may turn out that more collectors of stamps and interested in promoting the world against all sorts of social schemes.
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San Francisco Clers volunteer to mail 10,000 brochures for ‘Yes on Prop. 13’

SAN FRANCISCO. — A committee to work on the ‘Yes’ on Prop. 13 campaign has been formed by the San Francisco JA­CL and the Bay Area Federation. (The latter has named chairman of the group by Hattori, but presently he is still out of town.)

The first program for this sec­ond committee was the mail distrib­ution of some 10,000 campaign bro­chures, now being prepared by the Committee of the Bay Area. (See Con­ference 21.)

Mr. Koo, it is said, that over 50 volun­teer typists were being recruited to start addressing the mailing piec­es this week at the JACL build­ing here.

The committee said that curtailing property assessments will be handled by the local committee.

The group also hopes to take advantage of the advertising space in the local daily newspapers.

Among those on the committee are Jack Kusahara, Mrs. Yo Ho­kaika, Yasuo Ablin and Arakawa.

States near treats for those of us who died without will or in California

SAN FRANCISCO. — The State of California was recently ordered to have veteran typists in Los Angeles dis­tribute to heirs in Japan of those treated to be excluded.

The petition was brought by Ta­meo Takahara, a former count­ey, and Mi­n分からない who was in­cluded in the list of Japanese who were to be excluded.

Theapor's recent move to the West had led to the idea of a campaign in support of veterans who were still living in the United States.

As Party optimists have changed several times each year, the results still matter very much in the realm of speculation. Early in the year, the Democrats appeared will­ing to continue the trend of the previous four years, but the betting now is that the margin of control in both cham­ber may be very much in the balance.

The Democrats appear to be in the lead on both sides of the aisle. It is even possible that the margin of control in both the executive and legis­lative branches will be very much in the balance.

Nixon's remaining term is likely to be important in the November elections.

In Oregon, the Democrats are favored in the Senate.

The gloves are off in California.

In Utah, GOP incumbent Wallace F. Bennett is favored with his Democratic challenger expected to be excluded.

In Oregon, the betting seems to · favor Senator Wayne Morse.
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